
French Quarter 'tribes' take charge

Johnny White's interim bartender Joe Bellomy stitched a customer's ear at
the French Quarter bar that never closes, even in a hurricane.
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NEW ORLEANS - In the absence of information and outside assistance,
groups of rich and poor banded together in the French Quarter,
forming "tribes" and dividing up the labor.
 
As some went down to the river to do the wash, others remained
behind to protect property. In a bar, a bartender put near-perfect
stitches into the torn ear of a robbery victim.
 
While mold and contagion grew in the muck that engulfed most of the
city, something else sprouted in this most decadent of American
neighborhoods - humanity.
 
"Some people became animals," Vasilioas Tryphonas said Sunday
morning as he sipped a hot beer in Johnny White's Sports Bar on
Bourbon Street. "We became more civilized."
 
While hundreds of thousands fled the below-sea-level city before the
storm, many refused to leave the Vieux Carre, or old quarter. Built on
some of the highest ground around and equipped with underground
power lines, residents considered it the safest place to be.
 



Katrina blew off roof slates and knocked down some already-unstable
buildings but otherwise left the 18th and 19th century homes with
their trademark iron balconies intact. Even without water and power,
most preferred it to the squalor and death in the emergency shelters
set up at the Superdome and convention center.
 
But what had been a refuge soon became an ornate prison.
 
Police came through commandeering drivable vehicles and siphoning
gas. Officials took over a hotel and ejected the guests.
 
Many in outlying areas consider the Quarter a playground for the rich
and complain that the place gets special attention.
 
Yes, wealthy people feasted on steak and quaffed warm champagne in
the days after the storm. But many who stayed behind were the
working poor - residents of the cramped spaces above the restaurants
and shops.
 
Tired of waiting for trucks to come with food and water, residents
turned to each other.
 
Johnny White's never closes, even during a hurricane. The doors don't
even have locks.
 
Since the storm, it has become more than a bar. Along with the warm
beer and shots, the bartenders passed out scrounged military Meals
Ready to Eat and bottled water to the people who drive the mule carts,
bus the tables and hawk the T-shirts that keep the Quarter's economy
humming.
 
For some, the bar has also become a hospital.
 
Tryphonas, who restores buildings in the Quarter, left the
neighborhood briefly Saturday. Someone hit him in the head with a 2-
by-4 and stole his last $5.
 
When Tryphonas showed up at Johnny White's with his left ear split in
two, Joe Bellomy - a customer pressed into service as a bartender -
put a wooden spoon between Tryphonas' teeth and used a needle and
thread to sew it up. Military medics who later looked at Bellomy's
handiwork decided to simply bandage the ear.
 


